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ENVIR NET

  Low Maintenance   Beautiful Home Decor

  Harvest Day Everyday

Herbs Vegetables

Flowers

  Great Gardening Gift
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Watering

·  Follow the steps in the operation manual for each kind 

  of kit to water your plants.

Light

·  Light is essential for a plant to grow. If you have access to 

  a windowsill , put the kit on a windowsill to get sunlight. 

  Otherwise, you can place the kit under LED plant-growing 

  lights for 16 hours a day as a substitute for sunlight. 

Water, light, and nutrients are essential for a plant to grow. 

To have a successful experience with your hydroponic 

garden kit and soil garden kit, please follow these 

instructions.

Growing Guide
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Nutrients

·  Hydroponic garden kit: plant food is not included in the 

  hydroponic kit due to regulations. Recommend liquid 

  plant food for plants available on Amazon or local stores. 

  Follow instructions on plant food packaging to fertilize 

  your hydroponic kit.

Soil garden Kit: the compressed coco coir soil wafers are 

rich with nutrients that can supply plants for 2 to 3 

months. Only need to add fertilizer after then.
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Hydroponic Mason Jar Kit
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1. Take lid and ring securing lid in place

    off of the mason jar. 

2. Take the net pot with soil plug inside

    out of the jar. 

3. Fill the empty mason jar with 16 oz of 

    water or up to the line marked on the 

    side of the jar under paper sleeve. 

4. Put the net pot with plug back in. 

5. Secure the ring back into place without the lid. 

    Leave the circle plug cover on the growth plug for up 

    to 7 days or until the seeds germinate.

6. Watch your hydroponic plant grow! 

7. (Follow steps 1-3 to refill water when water drops 

    below 1/3 of the jar).



Hydroponic Flower Kit 

1. Remove the lid and the white net pot

    (with wick and plug) from the vase. 

2. Add water to 2/3 of the vase.

3. Place the net pot (with wick and plug) 

    back to the vase.

4. Leave the green circle plug cover on the

    plug for up to 7 days or until the seeds 

    germinate.

5. Watch your hydroponic plant grow! 

6. (Follow steps 1-2 to refill water when water drops 

    below 1/3 of the vase).
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Mason Jar Soil Kit

Preparing the soil

1. Place the 3 soil disks into a separate

   container (not included).

2. Add 3 cups of water to the container 

   with the disks.

3. Wait for disks to expand.

4. Stir to aerate.

Preparing the jar

1. Transfer the soil into the mason jar (do not press

   the soil down).

2. Set aside one spoonful of soil for covering the seeds.

Planting

1. Open the seed envelope.

2. Sprinkle the seeds over the top of the soil.

3. Cover with the soil you set aside (Refer to the 

    instruction on the seed envelope for exact  planting

    depth).  
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Preparing the pots 

1. Distribute the soil evenly among the 5 pots (do not 

   press the soil down). 

2. Set aside 5 spoonfuls of soil for covering the seeds. 

Planting 

1. Open the seed envelope. 

2. Sprinkle the seeds over the top of the soil. 

3. Take one spoonful of the soil set aside and cover the 

    seeds (do not press down). 

4. Write the name of the seed planted on the popsicle 

    stick. 

5. Insert a popsicle stick in the soil to label. 

6. Repeat with each pot. 

Coco Pot Kit

Preparing the soil 

1. Place the 5 soil disks into a separate large container 

   (not included). 

2. Add 5 cups of water to the 

    container with the disks.

3. Wait for disks to expand. 

4. Stir to aerate.
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Self-watering Pot Kit

Preparing the net pots

1. Loop a string through the two 

   larger holes on the bottom of a 

   black net pot (one end through 

   each hole, so the two ends are 

   sticking out of the bottom of the

   net pot).

2. Repeat with rest of the strings and net pots.

Preparing the soil

1. Place the soil disks into a separate large container

   (not included).

2. Add 1 cup of water per disk to the container.

3. Wait for disks to expand.

4. Stir to aerate.

5. Distribute the soil evenly among the 3 pots (do not

    press the soil down).

6. Set aside 3 spoonfuls of soil for covering the seeds.
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Planting

1. Open the seed envelope.

2. Sprinkle seeds from one packet into one pot. 

3. Cover the seeds with one spoonful of soil.

4. Pour one inch of water into the larger white pot. 

5. Place the black net pot with strings back into the larger

    pot.

6. Place the sticker with the corresponding plant name

    onto the pot.

7. Repeat with each pot. 
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Self-watering Basin Kit

Preparing the soil 

1. Place the 12 soil disks into a 

   separate large container (not 

   included.) 

2. Add 12 cups of water to the 

    container. 

3. Wait for disks to expand.

4. Stir to aerate. 

5. Transfer soil into the black tray (do not press the soil 

    down). 

6. Set aside half a cup of soil for covering the seeds. 

Planting 

1. Draw 3 lines in the soil to indicate 4 separate 

   sections. 

2. Open one seed packet. 

3. Sprinkle the seeds across one section. 

4. Write the plant name onto one of the markers. 

5. Insert the marker into the section with the seeds. 
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6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each of the sections. 

7. Once the sections are all sprinkled with seeds, 

   cover the seeds with the soil you set aside. 

Watering 

1. Fill the white basin with water by pouring water 

   through the netted opening in the corner of the 

   black tray. Fill until the max line. 

2. Repeat when water reaches minimum line. 

3. Watch your self-watering plants grow!
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Need help? Contact Customer Service at:

www.envirogardening.com/contact-cs

or call (888)868-8068


